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1. (a) Define expression. Write the syntax for it.
(b) What is the purpose of type cast? Explain with example.
(c) Define Keywords. What are the keywords available in ‘C’ ?

D
L

2. (a) Define tree and binary tree. Explain in detail.
(b) Define graph and its terms. Explain in detail.

R
O

[4+4+8]

[8+8]

3. Define Structure and write the general format for declaring and accessing structure
members with an example.
[16]
4. What do you mean by exchange sorting? Explain about quick sort.

W
U

[16]

5. (a) Write a ‘C’ program to print Pyramid of Digits in Reverse.
(b) Write a ‘C’ program to convert Binary Number to Decimal Number.

T
N

[8+8]

6. (a) What are the operations of file?
(b) Mention the function of file.

[8+8]

J

7. Define actual parameter and formal parameter. What is meant by global and local
variable? Explain with example.
[6+10]
8. (a) What are the advantages of using pointers?
(b) Explain static memory allocation.
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1. (a) What are the advantages of using pointers?
(b) Explain static memory allocation.

[8+8]

2. What do you mean by exchange sorting? Explain about quick sort.

D
L

3. (a) Define expression. Write the syntax for it.

[16]

(b) What is the purpose of type cast? Explain with example.

R
O

(c) Define Keywords. What are the keywords available in ‘C’ ?

[4+4+8]

4. (a) Define tree and binary tree. Explain in detail.
(b) Define graph and its terms. Explain in detail.

W
U

[8+8]

5. Define Structure and write the general format for declaring and accessing structure
members with an example.
[16]

T
N

6. (a) Write a ‘C’ program to print Pyramid of Digits in Reverse.
(b) Write a ‘C’ program to convert Binary Number to Decimal Number.

J

[8+8]

7. (a) What are the operations of file?
(b) Mention the function of file.

[8+8]

8. Define actual parameter and formal parameter. What is meant by global and local
variable? Explain with example.
[6+10]
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1. Define actual parameter and formal parameter. What is meant by global and local
variable? Explain with example.
[6+10]
2. (a) Define expression. Write the syntax for it.

D
L

(b) What is the purpose of type cast? Explain with example.

(c) Define Keywords. What are the keywords available in ‘C’ ?

R
O

[4+4+8]

3. Define Structure and write the general format for declaring and accessing structure
members with an example.
[16]
4. What do you mean by exchange sorting? Explain about quick sort.

W
U

[16]

5. (a) What are the advantages of using pointers?
(b) Explain static memory allocation.

T
N

[8+8]

6. (a) What are the operations of file?
(b) Mention the function of file.

J

[8+8]

7. (a) Write a ‘C’ program to print Pyramid of Digits in Reverse.
(b) Write a ‘C’ program to convert Binary Number to Decimal Number.

[8+8]

8. (a) Define tree and binary tree. Explain in detail.
(b) Define graph and its terms. Explain in detail.
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1. (a) What are the operations of file?
(b) Mention the function of file.

[8+8]

2. (a) Define tree and binary tree. Explain in detail.

D
L

(b) Define graph and its terms. Explain in detail.

[8+8]

3. Define actual parameter and formal parameter. What is meant by global and local
variable? Explain with example.
[6+10]

R
O

4. Define Structure and write the general format for declaring and accessing structure
members with an example.
[16]

W
U

5. What do you mean by exchange sorting? Explain about quick sort.

[16]

6. (a) What are the advantages of using pointers?

T
N

(b) Explain static memory allocation.

[8+8]

7. (a) Define expression. Write the syntax for it.

J

(b) What is the purpose of type cast? Explain with example.
(c) Define Keywords. What are the keywords available in ‘C’ ?

[4+4+8]

8. (a) Write a ‘C’ program to print Pyramid of Digits in Reverse.
(b) Write a ‘C’ program to convert Binary Number to Decimal Number.
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